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HIGH IDLE KITS

PROS
• Increased alternator output while vehicle is stationary (idling)
 
CONS
• Increased engine wear
• Increased alternator wear & potential decreased lifespan &     
   reliability
• More frequent maintenance & replacement of consumable                
   items (fluids, filters, belts, etc.)
• Increased noise & vibration
• Potentially reduced reliability of OEM systems
• Increased gas consumption
• Increased emissions 

WHAT IS A HIGH IDLE KIT?
A high idle kit installs on a vehicle and raises the engine RPM while the vehicle is 
stationary (idling). There are several different types of kits that achieve this in 
different ways depending on the vehicle.

WHY USE A HIGH IDLE KIT?
Several vehicle components and functions behave differently at different 
engine RPM. Specific to alternators, the higher the RPM the more the alternator 
is capable of producing. This is true for all alternators. The OEM alternator is 
designed to provide ample power for all OEM loads. When adding auxiliary 
equipment, you maybe need to upgrade your OEM alternator to one that can 
handle the increased electrical draw while both idling and driving. 
Producing high current at a stable voltage while the vehicle is stationary is 
something that a lot of manufacturers struggle with. Simply put, some 
alternators do not produce sufficient output at low RPM. To solve this issue, 
some manufactures use high idle kits to increase the engine RPM & alternator 
output while the vehicle is stationary. 

WHY DOESN’T SBC USE HIGH IDLE KITS?
Using an inferior alternator with a high idle kit is a shortcut that can cause both 
short- & long-term issues. SBC alternators are specifically designed to produce 
more current and stable voltage at all RPM ranges – even while idling. 
This unrivaled performance is one of several advantages that set SBC apart 
from other high output alternator manufacturers.


